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“I am not interested in making anything that won't last for a 

thousand years.”

John Büsst

 

“No wabu, no wuju, no gunduy.” [No forest, no food, no 

cassowary].

Djiru saying

 

“It seems to me that, fifty-two years on, another ‘Ellison Reef 

moment’ has arrived”

Prof. Iain McCalman, speaking of large-scale coral bleaching and 

threats from mining in April 2017

 

“This no scenic wonder we giving, but 1,000 million layers

of Murri season—open air, 30,000 years

top corner or waves

more iron ore than letting rich dissatisfied minerals

stealers raw our atmosphere, oxygen gets poison by you.”

Yugambeh poet Lionel Fogarty on the reef, from ‘Scenic Wonders—

We Nula Fellas’
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WELCOME
The first Phantom Dwellings 

Masterclass (July 1-12, 2019) is a 

workshop located on the Cassowary 

Coast in Northern Queensland, and 

inaugurates a series of immersive and 

multidisciplinary masterclasses led by 

distinguished practitioners of 

architecture. 

 

During the two-week course, both 

architecture students and working 

architects seeking professional 

development are invited to a 

structured curriculum of semi-

autonomous in-situ study by 

internationally-renowned architect 

Josep Ferrando and Terrain member 

Tony O’Malley.

 

THE PAVILION
Together, we will collaboratively  

approach an architectural pavilion 

of cultural, artistic and historic 

significance responding to the 

spirit of Ninney Rise in Bingil Bay, 

North Queensland.

 

This architectural pavilion is a 

specific site response to  Ellison 

Reef, the place where the campaign 

to gain World Heritage status for 

the Great Barrier Reef first began in 

1967 when a group of artists, 

conservationists proved it was a 

living and dynamic system.

 

The masterclass will provide a 

practical learning experience in 

decolonial architectural 

methodologies, place-making and 

methods of collaborative 

construction, draw attention to the 

Ninney Rise story and contribute to 

tourism, economic development, 

cyclone recovery and resilience, 

community building, and 

reconciliation in Bingil Bay and 

Mission Beach, with ripple effects 

flowing on to the greater 

Cassowary Coast region.

 

The masterclass is part of a wider 

collaboration which will see three 

small-scale architectural 

installations “activate” the Ninney 

Rise site and draw attention to its 

history and significance on an 

ongoing basis.
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ABOUT US
Elective Affinities (EA) is an arts 

and social change platform that 

incorporates architecture, 

community development and 

professional arts production. 

 

Our team’s expertise spans 

architecture, community 

development arts, interdisciplinary 

and experimental arts practices, 

international development, design, 

digital strategy, cultural and natural 

heritage and storytelling. 

 

We implement a portfolio of multi-

disciplinary projects in Australia and 

Latin America that are artful, 

sensitive and curious. 

 

A core theme of EA projects is a 

deep concern with place-making 

and stewardship of the land, 

exploring the broader relevance of 

remote and regional locales, 

especially as relevant to 

environmental degradation, 

decolonisation and the global 

South.
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NINNEY RISE: 
THE THOUSAND 
YEAR HOUSE
A home and a focal point for the 

early environmental conservation 

movement in Queensland, Ninney 

Rise is closely associated with the 

artist and eco-campaigner John 

Busst who designed and built it in c. 

1960. He worked intimately with 

the Australian Conservation 

Foundation, the Queensland Littoral 

Society (Australian Marine 

Conservation Society) and the 

Queensland Wildlife Preservation 

Society in the campaign to save the 

Great Barrier Reef. Busst's 

environmental activism illustrated 

his transition from being an artist 

interested in the aesthetics of 

nature to a conservationist 

promoting the ecological reasons 

to conserve the natural 

environment. The inscription on the 

memorial to John Busst near Ninney 

Point reflects his appreciation for 

art, nature and conservation.

Ninney Rise itself is a site of 

immense cultural heritage 

significance in North Queensland, 

Australia, and was listed on 

the Queensland Heritage 

Register on 6 August 2010. It is 

managed by the trustee group 

Friends of Ninney Rise (FoNR). 

"The white house stood on its own 

cliff, the rainforest behind it, and in 

front the satin shine of blue water 

stretching away to where the reefs 

of lime lay hidden. It was the 

traditional Australian country 

house, a core of rooms surrounded 

by wide verandahs, with a roof like 

a shady hat pulled down over the lot 

... Busst had built it ... [as] a 

fortress, built of brick and 

reinforced concrete to outlast the 

cyclones which periodically 

smashed into this coast... 

[explaining] ... 'I am not interested 

in making anything that won't last 

for a thousand years.' We stepped 

off the verandah ... into a room with 

ceiling lined in a sort of bamboo 

parquetry." - Patricia Clare, 1960s
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SITE STUDY

Over two weeks, we will 

research and design for a 

pavilion which will engage with 

the story of Ellison Reef and 

provoke a more complex 

understanding of the history of 

the area nationally and 

internationally. 
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STILL FROM A RECCIE IN 2018

Perhaps the most memorable 

story associated with John 

Büsst was his role in 

overturning a proposal by a 

local canefarmer to mine Ellison 

Reef for lime to be used as 

fertiliser. This small act of 

conscience eventually led to 

World Heritage Status for the 

Great Barrier Reef in 1981. 

ELLISON REEF
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INTERSECTION OF THE TWIN 

WORLD HERITAGE AREAS 

The focus of a second pavilion 

(approached by the facilitators 

of the masterclass) will be an 

800 metre stretch of coast 

near Ninney Rise, pictured here, 

where the Wet Tropics WHA 

and the Great Barrier Reef WHA 

intersect.
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MAP OF NINNEY RISE

The masterclasses will be held 

in and around Bingil Bay, where 

the Ninney Rise house is 

located, with walking tours and 

excursions to surrounding 

areas such as Banfield's Grave 

on nearby Dunk Island, part of a 

small group of islands where 

John Büsst originally lived. 
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MEET THE 
FACILITATOR
Josep Ferrando Bramona is a 

Barcelona-based architect who 

graduated from the Barcelona 

School of Architecture in 1990.

Among his constructed works are 

residential housing projects, for 

example the house in Bescanó 

which was a finalist in the 

Architecture Biennale, and another 

house in Tiana. 

 

He often combines design, 

construction and academic 

activities, teaching since 1998 in 

schools across the world including: 

ETSAB Barcelona, La Salle 

Barcelona, University of Illinois at 

Chicago (UIC), Hochschule für 

Technik Zürich (HSZT), Escola da 

Cidade in São Paulo, Universidade 

Positivo (UNICENP) in Curitiba and 

Universidade Federal do Paraná 

(UFPR).  His work has been 

exhibited in several countries 

amongst them the United States, 

Switzerland, Sweden, Norway and 

Portugal.

 

In Collective Housing he recently 

won the first European Prize for his 

proposal for Cerdanyola del Vallès, 

and he has also worked on social 

housing projects in different 

European cities including Milan. 

 

 

"There are common 
elements in the way 
of working on 
different scales. One 
of them, for example, 
is the trust in tectonics 
for the definition of 
the form. That's 
almost the most 
important thing." 
         - Josep Ferrando
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OCHO QUEBRADAS 

PAVILION, CHILE 

Making use of the colonial 

remnant of a disused railway 

line, Ferrando's Ocho 

Quebradas pavilion reimagined 

a remote area of coastal Chile,   

and was also constructed 

collaboratively by students 

under his tuition. 
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TECTONIC RESEARCH 

A passing experiment in the 

Josep Ferrando Bramona 

office. 
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IDENTITY, BARCELONA

As a pavilion that responded to 

Catalan identity, Ferrando 

constructed the historical echo 

of an old aqueduct in Barcelona 

as a way to recover the old 

1714 Square of the Plaça Nova 

while generating a new 

gathering point in the city. It 

served as a congregation and 

exchange point that hosted a 

range of diverse activities 

showcasing Catalan Identity. 
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COURSE THEMES & 
METHODOLOGIES
This course will aim to provide an 

immersive two week experience for 

students, in which they are 

provided with a hands on 

introduction to a number of key 

themes at the forefront of current 

architectural approaches. 

 

Key themes and learning outcomes 

of the two week course include: 

Comparative anthropological 

approaches to patrimonio in the 

spanish-speaking world and 

heritage in the anglophone world

Community engagement and 

decentralised stakeholder 

procsses in placemaking

Working with Traditional Owner 

protocols beyond checklisting

Tectonics and Stereotonics . 

For further reading on the Tectonic 

approach of Josep Ferrando, see 

this recent interview here about 

his latest ephemeral work.

The paradoxes of 

regional development for 

economic and cultural 

empowerment

Decolonial and participatory 

design principles

Djiru stories of country and 

traditional building practices, 

including weaving traditions

Whole-of-life methodologies in 

response to Büsst's 'thousand-

year house'

Strategies for interdisciplinary 

collaboration through the idea 

that architecture begins 

elsewhere than architecture

Techniques of collaborative 

design and construction

Disaster resilience and 

environmental architecture in 

cyclone areas

Learning outcomes are also designed 

to give students to credit points 

toward their degrees and for 

registered architects to meet the PD 

requirementofs of their registration
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EA INTERDISCIPLINARY LAB 

STRANGE ATTRACTOR, 2016

EA is committed to a range of 

participatory, decolonial and 

interdisciplinary methodologies 

which we have employed in 

workshops, labs and large-

scale works. 
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DESIGN 
FOCUS
Under Josep Ferrando Bramona's 

guidance, participants in the Ninney 

Rise Masterclass will come up a 

number of paths of inquiry that will 

go to the essence of the pavilion, 

and the process of trying to follow 

them through will raise a host of 

design, engineering and socio-

historical questions for students 

and continuing professionals to 

grapple with. 

 

The pavilion responds directly to 

the story of how John Büsst and a 

group of conservationists and 

artists were able to overturn the 

proposal to mine Ellison Reef for 

lime fertiliser in 1967 by taking two 

cane boats out to Ellison and 

surveying the site to prove it was 

living. 

 

Participants will go out to the Reef 

for guided documentation and 

research, and then go on to 

conduct semi-autonomous design 

experimentations through daily 

workshops and site visits to other 

parts of the Cassowary Coast. The 

creative research of the 

participants will yield a shortlist of 

candidate designs which will go on 

to be the basis for the pavilion 

design, so that participants are able 

to see their work to the end. 

 

Ferrando's approach begins in a 

deep understanding of place and of 

his methods of working through the 

nature of materials and the 

discoveries of tectonics, which lead 

to organic scaling of form and of 

emergent aesthetics that follow 

from this inquiry. This is a practice 

for which Ferrando's work has 

become well-known across Europe 

and Latin America.

 

By consulting with Queensland-

based architects, landscape 

practitioners, and Indigenous built-

form and conservation experts, the 

approach to even a simple design 

element  becomes a rich and 

unexpected journey through ways 

of seeing, traditions of practice, 

and the contemporary dialogue 

between the permanent and the 

ephemeral.
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GENERAL 
INFORMATION
The Ninney Rise Masterclass 

2019 is open to all participants but 

the course is best suited to final 

year architecture students and 

professional architects. 

Interdisciplinary practitioners, 

including from land management 

and natural science 

backgrounds, are also strongly 

encouraged to apply. 

Where: Bingil Bay, Queensland

 

Accommodation: We will arrange 

for suitable accommodation to be 

provided in close proximity to 

Ninney Rise, and is included in the 

ticket price.

 

Health Insurance Certificate: For 

reasons of liability, we require our 

participants to have some form of 

health insurance cover

 

Transport/Travel: Shuttle buses 

from Cairns Airport to Bingil Bay will 

be covered, as will short field trips 

around the Bingil Bay Mission Beach 

area. All other 

travel arrangements are the 

responsibility of the participants.

 

Cost: 5,500 AUD  

(includes accomodation, lunch and 

dinner for 14 days & GST)

 

Required documents: a completed 

Expression of Interest (EOI). 

Send applications to an@elective-

affinities.com.

 

How to register: Registration 

should be done on the Phantom 

Dwellings Series website by 

following the prompts to the Ninney 

Rise Masterclass. 

 

Applications are open until May 7, 

2019.  

 

A more detailed curriculum and 

schedule will be available closer to 

the masterclass, and will be sent to 

all registered and email-listed 

participants. 

 

For more information, visit:  

phantom dwellings.com
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PROJECT
PARTNERS
Griffith University: Working with 

the Prof. Karine Dupre, Program 

Director of the Bachelor of 

Architectural Design at Griffith 

University, and Dr.

Silvia Tavares, Senior Lecturer at 

JCU, we are running a pilot program 

for Griffith and JCU design students 

to jointly undertake the masterclass 

as an external module in exchange 

for credit points that contribute 

toward their degree.

 

Dr. Tavares is an architect and 

teacher who has worked across 

Brazil, New Zealand, and Germany, 

with interests in post-disaster 

recovery and tropical urbanisms. She 

also has extensive teaching 

experience both in studio-based and 

theory-based subjects in 

architecture, urban planning, urban 

design, building and city science, and 

landscape architecture.

 

Prof. Dupre, a practicing architect 

who has also created notable 

pavilions, has extensive experience 

in heritage and feasibility studies for 

regional sites, urban renewal and 

sustainability, and new cities.

At the Griffith Institute for Tourism 

(GIFT), she has developed research 

on Cities and Tourism, as well as on 

Healthy Ageing in Rural Tourism 

Towns (HARTT).

Leonard Andy: A Djiru Traditional 

Owner of the Mission Beach area.,  

Leonard currently lives at Mission 

Beach on his traditional land and 

creates unique art pieces including 

paintings, wooden artifacts and 

batiks. Leonard has exhibited his 

artefacts and paintings in a number 

of local exhibitions including ‘Cross 

Currents; a cultural exchange 

project with Japanese artists in 

2003 at the Innisfail Sugar Museum 

Gallery and his work has been 

purchased by private collectors.  He 

has also contributed to a number of 

publications including for the North 

Queensland Land Council and Wet 

Tropics Management Authority. His 

artworks feature on interpretative 

signage, at the Hull River 

Settlement Memorial at South 

Mission Beach, and as part of the 

Ulysses Trail Heritage Trails Project.

 

Cazú Zegers Studio: One of Chile's 

foremost working architects, Cazú 

has played a role in contributing to 

the ethos and direction of the 

Phantom Dwellings masterclass 

series, which the Ninney Rise 

masterclass sets in motion. 

 

Her built works include the award-

winning Hotel Tierra Patagonia, the 

Church of the Holy Spirit at Puente 

Alto, the Casa del Fuoco and the 

Casa nella Cala, for which she won 

the Buenos Aires Biennale of 

Architecture in 1993.
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CONTACTS
Australia-wide and International:

 

Victoria Garcia Munhoz 

Phantom Dwellings

Project Manager

victoria@elective-affinities.com

+614 13 711 621
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